June 18, 2020

RE: Request to Provide a Minimum of 60 days for Public Comment in Response to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) and Department of Justice (DOJ) Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) (the Departments) Joint Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM): Procedures for Asylum and Withholding of Removal; Credible Fear and Reasonable Fear Review; RIN 1615-AC42 / 1125-AA94 / EOIR Docket No. 18-0002/ A.G. Order No. 4714-2020

Dear Attorney General Barr, Director McHenry, Assistant Director Reid, Acting Secretary Wolf, Senior Official Mizelle, Senior Official Cuccinelli, Division Chief Dunn, and Administrator Ray:

We, the undersigned 502 organizations, write to urge the Departments to allow at least 60 days for public comment on the above referenced NPRM. We make this request due to the length and complexity of the 161-page rule, the critical interests it implicates, and the inherent challenges of meaningfully engaging in the public comment process during an unprecedented global pandemic. Furthermore, the substantive concerns with the rule that we raise below are solely included for the purpose of supporting this request. They do not represent the full scope of our
concerns, and this request should not be considered public comments pursuant to the process required under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).

I. A Minimum of 60 Days is Required for Meaningful Public Comment on the NPRM

A. The NPRM is Extremely Lengthy, Complex, and Will Have Devastating Human Consequences if Implemented

Executive Order 12866 requires agencies to “...afford the public a meaningful opportunity to comment on any proposed regulation, which in most cases should include a comment period of not less than 60 days.” Executive Order 13563 likewise directs agencies to “…afford the public a meaningful opportunity to comment through the Internet on any proposed regulation, with a comment period that should generally be at least 60 days.” Citing Executive Order 12866 itself, the Departments note in the NPRM that it is a “significant regulatory action…because it raises novel legal or policy issues.” There is no compelling reason to except the NPRM from the Executive Orders’ general rule of providing a minimum of 60 days for public comment. Rather, the highly technical, nuanced, legal and policy issues the NPRM addresses—and, above all, the severe human cost it is certain to inflict—illustrate why a minimum of 60 days must be allowed for the public to file comments in response to the rule.

Sweeping in scope, and with incalculably high stakes, the NPRM proposes detailed and complex multi-section regulatory changes that span 63 pages. The rule would decimate decades of vital substantive and procedural protections for asylum seekers, as well as applicants for statutory withholding of removal and/or withholding of removal under the United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT). Among the rule’s specific targets are those fleeing life-threatening atrocities such as forced marriage, domestic violence, human trafficking, honor crimes, female genital mutilation/cutting, and brutal punishment for one’s sexual orientation/gender identity. Survivors of such abuses are among the most vulnerable victims; searing social stigmas, threats, and reprisals from within their own families and communities isolate and endanger them further if and when they try to flee. At best, the State provides no protection to survivors; at worst, the State condones or is complicit in committing these acts.

For the majority who survive not only persecution, but a treacherous journey to the United States in search of safety, the rule will all but foreclose relief as a threshold matter. It imposes new, impossibly high evidentiary standards at all stages of the application process that any asylum seeker, regardless of the type of persecution suffered, must meet. The rule further eviscerates what little due process remains in our asylum system; various provisions, alone or in combination with one other, guarantee that most claims will fail well before an applicant has even set foot in the courtroom. This is particularly alarming since even without the rule, current Administration policies have resulted in a 40% lower asylum grant rate than the rate recorded during the prior two administrations.

As described above, the profound human consequences of the rule cannot be overstated. Survivors of persecution who meet the statutory definition of a refugee but are ineligible for asylum under the rule will be unlawfully returned home to face further harm, including death at
the hands of the persecutors they fled. The return of refugees—“refoulement”—mandated by the rule violates our federal asylum statute and longstanding legal precedents, and it also directly contravenes our international human rights obligations as a party to the United Nations 1951 Convention and 1964 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees and the CAT. For the few who remain eligible for CAT and/or statutory withholding of removal, securing relief will be elusive and is hardly a proxy for asylum. Unlike with asylum, those who do receive withholding of removal in either form remain vulnerable to removal at any time and are unable to reunify with and extend protection to immediate family in imminent danger. Children in need of relief whose parents apply for withholding of removal face re-traumatization; they must apply and be interviewed on their own as principal applicants, rather than as asylum applicant derivatives of their parents. USCIS itself recognizes children’s unique vulnerabilities in this regard.

Given the devastating impact the rule will have on such a broad spectrum of stakeholders - asylum seekers, their families, advocates and service providers, the public, and the government - and that life and liberty are acutely at stake, a 30-day comment period is patently insufficient for adequate public analysis and input to be provided on the NPRM.

B. The COVID-19 Crisis Substantially Impedes the Public’s Ability to Meaningfully Participate in the Administrative Process

As you are aware, the President declared a national emergency in March of this year in light of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Governors throughout the country subsequently urged Americans to stay home and work from home, and schools and now summer camps have largely closed. At the same time, immigration procedures have been regularly shifting to accommodate the new circumstances brought on by the pandemic. Practitioners have had to remain up to date and readily inform clients of the ever-changing legal landscape. Those working remotely have more limited and inconsistent access to physical documents, clients, information, and technology needed to fully analyze and comment on proposed rules, with minimal advance warning. Stakeholders are struggling to perform their jobs, in many instances doing so while simultaneously providing childcare and/or assisting children with remote learning. Normal business operations have been dramatically disrupted, including those of your and other federal agencies. And, according to recent data, more than half of all asylum seekers granted affirmative relief reside in states that have been hit extremely hard by COVID-19 - California, Florida, and New York. As a result, stakeholders with arguably the highest vested interest in the NPRM are those who may be least able to meaningfully engage in the comment process during this crisis.

Indeed, USCIS itself has recognized that flexibility such as extending timeframes is warranted because of the pandemic. USCIS implemented changes in operating procedures for its personnel and offices and is allowing a 60 day grace period to respond to Requests for Evidence and Notices of Intent to Deny. Several other agencies have followed suit, including the Transportation Safety Administration, the Department of Education, Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, Federal Housing Finance Agency, Department of the Treasury and Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Reserve, and the Securities and Exchange Commission. While certain non-emergency in-person services are beginning to tentatively resume in phases, workplaces will operate in a vastly different manner pursuant to new public safety procedures. Additionally, childcare responsibilities endure despite the need for caregivers to simultaneously return to work.
The challenges of cautiously implementing new workplace measures, along with persistent uncertainty and daunting burdens for individuals and families, signal that we remain far from returning to business as usual. The ongoing national emergency related to COVID-19 will thus prevent commenters from submitting thorough, detailed analyses of the rule within the restrictive 30-day timeframe proposed by the Departments.

C. The NPRM Does Not Further Any Urgent Public or Government Interest to Justify Curtailing the Public’s Right to Fully Participate in the Administrative Process

Earlier this year, in light of the COVID-19 crisis, the National Governors Association and state, local, and county organizations, as well as twenty-two Senators and fourteen House Committee Chairs urged the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to immediately direct federal agencies to extend or postpone public comment periods to preserve the public’s right to fully engage in the administrative process as contemplated by our laws. In response, the OMB Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) acknowledged that COVID-19 has disrupted the lives of those potentially responding to NPRMs. OIRA further advised that work must continue on regulations that “respond to the COVID-19 outbreak...support measures to secure the prosperity of American workers and small businesses, ... [and respond] to urgent needs.” An agency could extend comment periods for certain NPRMs if, in consultation with OIRA, it determines that “the need to allow more time...outweighs any need for urgency in the rulemaking” (emphasis added) and OIRA staff are prepared to coordinate with agency staff “to evaluate these competing priorities.”

The Departments’ decision to press forward with this rule during the pandemic is inexplicable and arbitrary under OIRA’s guidance. The rule does not refer or relate to COVID-19 in any way. And the rule also does not implicate any other legitimately urgent matter. The rule’s extensive proposed changes to the credible/reasonable fear interview (CFI) process are hardly needed at a time when the border is closed to asylum seekers indefinitely.

The Departments allege that the rule’s heightened standards for securing relief and lowered standards for maintaining asylum application confidentiality are needed to curb fraud. Yet, rigorous existing fraud detection measures both during CFIs and throughout the asylum process have proven successful. Furthermore, claims of ‘rampant’ asylum fraud and abuse are anecdotal and unsubstantiated; they largely rest on a false correlation drawn between fraud and high application and CFI passage rates. By contrast, maintaining eligibility standards and confidentiality safeguards consistent with our longstanding domestic laws and international obligations are critical to keeping asylum seekers safe. The urgency in doing so is paramount.

The Departments also cite the need to promote clarity and efficiency in our asylum system through the rule. While these are no doubt important goals, they cannot and must not be achieved by sacrificing safety for asylum applicants. Summarily excluding broad categories of individuals and denying them their day in court unlawfully obliterates our asylum system. A system’s efficiency cannot rest on the fact that it barely exists at all.

There is no competition among priorities here: Eviscerating humanitarian protection for the most vulnerable among us, at both their own and America’s expense, should hardly be a
priority at any time least of all during this extraordinary crisis. Again, the rule poses a direct and unprecedented threat to life and liberty for the very asylum seekers that our laws are meant to protect. There is no reasonable justification for refusing to provide the public with the maximum amount of time to engage in careful review and analysis of the rule contemplated by the APA.

II. Conclusion

The NPRM dismantles asylum eligibility for traumatized and vulnerable individuals beyond recognition. As a result, the United States will unlawfully return asylum seekers to grave danger under the rule. The human cost of the rule is beyond measure and demands the most careful research, analysis, and public consultation. It is highly inappropriate to afford the public a mere 30 days for comment on a proposal that violates our domestic laws and international obligations on its face; even more so during an unprecedented global crisis such as COVID-19. To honor the public’s right to a meaningful and fair opportunity to respond to the NPRM, consistent with the Executive Orders cited above, the Administrative Procedure Act, and the OMB OIRA’s own guidance, a comment period of at least 60 days must be provided.

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration of this request. Please contact Irena Sullivan at irena@tahirih.org with any questions or concerns, and we look forward to your prompt response.

Sincerely,
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